
Mattel Hot Wheels 10-in-1 Super Set

PRODUCT: Mattel Hot Wheels 10-in-1 Super Set ( www.teamhotwheels.co.uk )

  

DESCRIPTION: A track system for racing Hot Wheels cars, which can be set up in ten different
track layouts. Includes 21 feet (6 metres) of track, 2 x motorised boosters and 1 x hot wheels
vehicle. Requires 4 X D batteries (not included). Suitable for children aged 5 years upwards.

  

ASSEMBLY: The set includes many pieces which need to be assembled prior to use, with adult
supervision where necessary. There are no instructions, but the pieces simply slot together, and
the ten different track layouts are shown on the back of the box (younger children may need a
little help dismantling the track as the pieces slide together quite securely). Batteries need to be
inserted into the two motorised boosters by simply lifting up the silver flap on the top of each.

  

GOOD POINTS: The Hot Wheels 10-in-1 Super Set is another excellent track system from
Mattel - which young boys in particular will not only love building, but will love using to race their
favourite Hot Wheels vehicles. The best bit about the track is that construction
lends itself to many different re-configurements and custom builds for your child to experiment
with!
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Mattel Hot Wheels 10-in-1 Super Set

Besides a brilliant Hot Wheels vehicle (in varying designs), the set contains a really generousnumber of track sections, in various shapes, lengths and eyecatching orange and silver colours,and a number of connecting pieces enable your child to construct a variety of simple but funtrack system layouts....again and again!   No one track layout is the same, but each has excellent stunt features to enable some thrillingrides, including plenty of fast bends, twists, turns, straights and 360° loops. What's more, theset includes not one but two fun motorised boosters which launch the cars around differentparts of the track to maintain maximum speed.  In our opinion, this is a simple but very effective track set which provides endless Hot Wheelsfun!  BAD POINTS: No batteries are included, and the set only comes with one Hot Wheels vehicle.  PRICE: Approx. £49.99  Click here  to go to all product reviews   Click here  to go to all articles  
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